Electroconvulsive therapy in dementia

The use of electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) in the clinical practice in patients with dementia syndromes continues to cause controversy. In this case, the clinical difficulty existing when making a differential diagnosis between depressive episodes and incipient dementia picture is presented. The interrelation between these two pictures and the possible common etiological origin are also evaluated. Electroconvulsive therapy is effective and safe in functional improvement in affective and dementia disorders in elderly patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Use of electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) in the clinical practice continues to cause controversy, basically because of the idea that this could worsen cognitive function in dementia patients. However, different studies have demonstrated the safety, tolerance and efficacy of this technique in the treatment of affective disorders in elderly patients with dementia.

A search in the literature was made in Pubmed, including scientific articles on ECT in dementia published in the last 10 years. Terms used for the search were electroconvulsive therapy, dementia, frontotemporal dementia and ECT. After, a clinical case that illustrated the subject in review is presented.

CLINICAL CASE

The case of a 65-year old woman with previous psychiatric background of adaptive disorder currently under treatment with SSRIs is presented. She showed partial response of her anxious-depressive symptoms, with persistence of residual symptoms such as obsessiveness, psychiatric anxiety, psychomotor restlessness and frequent somatic complaints. During the evolution of the picture, somatic type delusional ideals and of poverty accompanied by catatoniform symptoms were gradually established. The latter were of sudden onset, such as motor immobility with waxy flexibility, fixed gaze, mutism and active refusal to eat. She required admission to the Short Hospitalization Unit. Many pharmacological strategies were used, among them treatment with SSRIs, norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (NRI) and antipsychotics in monotherapy and in combination with scarce results. Finally, faced with the refractoriness of the treatment, it was decided to apply bilateral ECT. Thymatron was used with brief square wave pulses using bifrontotemporal zone electrode placement with impedance 800 ohms and a total duration of the stimuli of 3-5 sec with DOX 60%. Vital
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signs were monitored, oxygen administered at 100% and EEG and ECG recorded, achieving a seizure time measured by EEG greater than 30 sec, this being considered effective. During the application of the technique, anticholinergic treatment with succinylcholine 20 mg/ I.V. and an anesthetic, propofol 1.5 mg/kg/ I.V., was initially administered, with therapeutic tolerance. The patient showed improvement in the fourth out of 8 sessions. She was diagnosed as having severe depressive episode with psychotic symptoms. Later, on 2 occasions and after a short period of period, she had to be re-admitted due to a picture having similar characteristics with predominance of catatonic symptoms that were life-threatening. In these two admissions, the application of 8 sessions of ECT was required again. The patient showed improvement in the fourth session on both occasions. During the time the patient was being treatment with ECT, she continued treatment with sertraline 100 mg/day, quetiapine 200 mg/day. The good initial response to ECT, improvement with psychopharmacological and lack of evidence of significant findings in CT imaging, SPECT tests as well as in the neuropsychological tests (Mini-mental, clock test, verbal fluency test) seem to confirm the previous diagnosis of severe depressive episode with psychotic symptoms (Image 1).

The subsequent course of the picture after the initial improvement was torpid with progressive and insidious onset of bradypsychia, increase in response latency, speech poverty, intense apathy that was evaluated as affective etiology symptoms in the context of a depressive pseudodementia. SPECT was repeated with a time difference of one year from the onset without significant findings. After, with the appearance of loss of sphincter control and the clinical impression of the existence of possible cognitive deterioration, the Neurology Department was consulted. A third SPECT was performed two years after the first one in which frontotemporal hypoperfusion was finally observed (Image 2 and 3).

During this time period, the patient received different SSRIs and an atypical antipsychotic at low doses with poor response. Treatment was initiated with memantine 20 mg/day. She was admitted to hospital again approximately 1 year later, this time in Internal Medicine due to the presence of recurrent catatonic symptoms that resulted in clear physical deterioration with confusional picture within the context of a urine infection. Finally, the patient was diagnosed of frontotemporal dementia, approximately 3 years after the onset of the symptoms.

DISCUSSION

Depressive pictures are frequent in the initial stages of dementia. The reach a prevalence of 15% as first manifestation of the dementia. The dementia and affective pictures are the most frequent neuropsychiatric disorders in the geriatric population. These pictures pose an important diagnostic challenge for the clinician because of the symptomatic and temporal concurrence of both pictures on many occasions. According to the Cardiovascular Health Study, the severity of the initial depressive symptoms independently predicts the appearance of mild cognitive deterioration six years later, and many longitudinal studies have maintained that the depressive symptoms having chronic characteristics predict deterioration in the general
cognitive state, episodic memory, visual–spatial skills, processing speed, executive function. There are also works in the literature that describe a decrease in hippocampal volume in chronic depressive pictures. “Depressive pseudodementia,” a concept of classical psychiatry created by Kíloh (1961), whose decline was already mentioned in the Journal of Psychiatry, reflects how depressive symptoms act as a confounding element that frequently masks a dementia picture. Thus, the likelihood of the existence overlapping between them in the history of the geriatric patient is likely.

Currently, there are studies that are trying to differentiate the cognitive changes observed in affective disorders from those found in incipient dementias, as, for example, the Spanish version of the Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination (ACE). On the other hand, improvement of the ECT symptoms has led us to consider this technique as a possibility within the therapeutic management. The use of ECT has been established as a safe practice and indication in the treatment of major depression refractory to treatment and of other psychiatric disorders such as acute suicidal mediation, major depressive episodes with psychotic symptoms, catatonia, such as that collected within the CANMAT guide. ECT has even obtain better results than those obtained in young adults with the same diagnosis with a more immediate action than that offered by psychopharmaceuticals. However, the possibility of extending the use of ECT to other neurological pictures is currently being debated. Good results of treatment with ECT have been described in patients with dementia due to Lewy bodies with major depressive disorder, with major depressive disorder and mania in advanced dementia, in patients with Alzheimer’s type dementia and agitation dementia-related aggressive behavior. J Neuropsychiatry Clin Neurosci. 2008 September;10(3):345–57. 3. Li GE, Wang LY, Shofer JB, Thompson ML. Temporal relationship between depression and dementia: findings from a large community-based 15-year follow-up study. Arch Gen Psychiatry. 2011 September;68(9):970–7.

In summary, the case illustrates the complex management derived from overlapping in a patient in her sixties of a depressive picture with psychotic symptoms refractory to psychopharmacological treatment. She experienced clinical improvement after application of ECT, associated to cognitive deterioration of rapidly progressive evolution, which finally was diagnosed as frontotemporal dementia. Concordance of executive dysfunctions and similar symptoms in both disorders may constitute a true diagnostic challenge in the medical practice, even contemplating the etiological possibility that may be one and the same picture. Based on the communication of this case, it has also been considered that the imaging tests used in the clinical practice to confirm the suspicion of cognitive deterioration have limitations regarding sensitivity and specificity. It may be possible that these tests will not be revealing until the organic process reaches advanced stages. In addition, we confirm the therapeutic benefits and great safety of ECT – acute and maintenance – in the improvement of the affective, behavior and cognitive symptoms secondary to severe depression, in those cases refractory to the medical management in geriatric patients with and without dementia.
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